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Abstract

Purpose To compare the effects of the order of concurrent

exercise (endurance plus strength or strength plus endur-

ance) on lipoprotein profiles in men.

Methods After the evaluation of maximum strength (one

repetition maximum—1RM) in the half-squat and of aer-

obic fitness (maximal velocity in treadmill incremental

test), 11 physically active male subjects underwent two

randomized sessions composed of four sets of half-squat

strength exercises until exhaustion (at 80 % of 1RM) and a

5-km run high-intensity intermittent exercise (1:1 min at

Vmax), performed in different orders: (1) strength plus run

(S-A) and inverse order, and run plus strength (A-S). Blood

samples were collected before and immediately after the

first exercise (Post-1) and after the second exercise (Post-2)

in the intra-session sequence. Serum was analyzed for total

cholesterol (TC) and its ratio, HDL-c and LDL-c, and tri-

acylglycerol (TAG).

Results There were effects of condition for TC, LDL-c,

and TC/HDL, with greater values in the AS than SA

(p\ 0.001 for all). For the delta analysis, there was an

interaction effect for TAG, with greater delta-1 S-A than

delta-1 A-S (p = 0.035), and higher delta-1 S-A than delta-

2 S-A (p = 0.001); for LDL-c, with higher delta-1 S-A

values than delta-2 S-A (p = 0.010); and for TC, with

higher delta-1 S-A values than delta-2 S-A (p = 0.038).

Conclusion We conclude that there are no differences

between the order of acute high-intensity intermittent run

plus strength exercises regarding modulation of the

lipoprotein profile in healthy, physically active men.

Keywords Aerobic exercise � Strength exercise �
Lipoprotein

Introduction

Sedentary behaviour is recognized as one of the most

powerful risk factors for metabolic diseases, such as type 2

diabetes, hypertension and high levels of low-density

lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c) and low high-density

lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-c), which are linked to the

development of atherosclerosis [1], this being one of the

leading causes of death worldwide [2].
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Regular exercise decreases lipid-related atherosclerotic

risk factors [3], and both acute and chronic exercises can

reduce triacylglycerol concentrations by 15–50 % [4].

Tsekouras et al. [5] observed that a single and prolonged

bout of moderate-intensity walking (90–120 min at 60 %

of peak oxygen consumption) lowers fasting plasma very

low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) concentrations in the

morning following the workout.

On the other hand, high-intensity interval exercise

(HIIE), which is performed using lower volume and higher

intensity (i.e., B10 min of intense exercise), has been a

method of interest in improving metabolic markers [6, 7]

when compared to traditional continuous endurance exer-

cise (vigorous intensity 77–95 % of maximal heart rate or

64–90 % of VO2max) [8]. In the same way, acute or chronic

strength exercise can promote an improvement in the lipid

profile, especially regarding a decrease in LDL-c concen-

trations [9, 10].

The previous research has shown that the endurance plus

strength exercise order induces significant improvements in

lipids and lipoproteins; however, this sequence increases

residual fatigue and decreases available substrate, which

together can hamper the adaptations from strength exercise

[11–13]. In a systematic review, comparing different

training modes with different intensities, Tambalis et al.

[10] emphasized that endurance plus strength training

could be an option of interest in improving cardiovascular

health. However, studies that have verified the effects of

HIIE plus strength exercise on hypolipidemia are scarce.

We believe that combining HIIE with strength exercises

could be a noteworthy option for improving lipoprotein

response, since endurance training increases the oxidation

of lipids in skeletal muscle and the liver, while strength

training increases muscle anabolism [14].

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have aimed to

verify the best order of concurrent training (endurance plus

strength or strength plus endurance) for improving lipid

profiles. Thus, the main objective of this study was to

compare the effects of the order of concurrent exercises

(endurance plus strength or inverse order) on lipoprotein

profiles in healthy young adults.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Eleven physically active males with strength and endur-

ance training experience ([6 months) participated in this

study. Participants were free from health problems and/or

neuromuscular disorders that could affect their ability to

complete the study protocol. Participants took part volun-

tarily in the study after being informed of the procedures,

risks, and benefits and signed an informed consent form.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee (number

792.369).

Procedures

The subjects completed six experimental sessions sepa-

rated by at least 72 h. All sessions were preceded by a

5 min warm-up at 50 % of the maximal endurance run-

ning test (Vmax). During the first session, anthropometric

and Vmax measurements were performed on a treadmill.

During the second and third sessions, the participants

were submitted to familiarization of the one repetition

maximum (1RM) test, and during the fourth session, the

1RM test was performed. Two more experimental ses-

sions were applied in randomized order: (a) strength plus

run exercise in the following order (S-A): one session in

which participants performed four sets of the half-squat

strength exercise until exhaustion (at 80 % 1RM) fol-

lowed by a 5-km high-intensity intermittent run exercise

(1:1 min at vVO2max) and (b) run plus strength exercise

in the following sequence (A-S): a 5-km high-intensity

intermittent run exercise (1:1 min at vVO2max) followed

by four sets of the half-squat strength exercise until

exhaustion (at 80 % 1RM). There was a 10 min recovery

interval between the run and strength exercises. All tests

were performed at the same time of day for each subject.

The subjects were instructed to abstain from any strenu-

ous exercise for at least 48 h prior to each testing session

and were encouraged to maintain their nutrition and

hydration routines.

Maximal endurance running test

The subjects performed an incremental test to volitional

exhaustion. The initial treadmill (Inbramed, MASTER CI,

Brazil) speed was set at 8.0 km h-1 and was increased by

1 km h-1 per 2-min stage until the participant could no

longer continue. Vmax reached in the test was defined as the

maximal intensity attained. When the subject was not able

to finish the 1-min stage, the speed was expressed

according to the permanence time in the final stage,

determined as the following: Vmax = velocity of the

penultimate stage ? [(time, in seconds, remained in the

final stage multiplied by 1 km h-1)/60 s] [15].

Maximum dynamic strength test

To determine half-squat maximum dynamic strength, the

one maximum repetition test (1RM) was performed on a

Smith machine (Ipiranga�, São Paulo, Brazil). Following

the warm-up, participants were allowed up to five

attempts to achieve the 1RM load (i.e., maximum weight
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that could be lifted once with proper technique), with a

3–5 min interval between attempts, as per standard pro-

cedures [16].

For better control of the 1RM test procedures, the body

position and feet placement of each participant in the half-

squat exercise were recorded and reproduced throughout

the study. In addition, an adjustable-height wooden seat

was placed behind the participant to keep the bar dis-

placement and knee angle (*90�) constant in each half-

squat repetition.

Concurrent exercise

After warm-up, the participants were allowed a 2-min

interval prior to begin the exercise session. The endurance

exercise consisted of a 5-km intermittent run on the

treadmill (1 min at Vmax followed by 1-min passive

recovery). During HIIE, the treadmill remained in opera-

tion throughout the session, and at the end of each bout, the

participants were asked to jump off the treadmill. In

addition, the participants could ask the distance covered,

and how many bouts remained, etc. at any time. Next, the

subjects performed four sets of maximum repetitions of the

half-squat exercise at 80 % of 1RM on a Smith machine.

Each set of strength exercises was followed by a 2-min

passive rest interval. The maximum number of repetitions

performed was recorded, and the total volume was calcu-

lated (repetitions 9 weight lifted).

Blood sampling and analyses

Blood samples were collected at rest, and immediately

after each exercise condition, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The blood samples (20 ml) were immediately allocated

into two 5 ml vacutainer tubes (Becton–Dickinson, Juiz de

Fora, MG, Brazil) containing EDTA for plasma separation

and into two 5 ml dry vacutainer tubes for serum separa-

tion. The tubes were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min at

4 �C, and plasma and serum samples were stored at

-20 �C until analysis. Glucose, total cholesterol (TC) and

its ratio, HDL-c and LDL-c, and triacylglycerol (TAG)

were assessed using commercial kits (Labtest�, São Paulo,

Brazil). Only serum was used.

Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed using a Statistical Analysis System

(Version 9.2; SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and are presented as

means and standard deviation. Linear mixed models were used

to compare the blood variables in different conditions across

time (condition 9 time). The Tukey post hoc was conducted

if a significant difference was found. Statistical significance

was set at p\0.05. Delta 1 was calculated by post-1–pre-

values, and delta 2 was calculated by post-2–post-1 values.

Standardized effect sizes (d) were also calculated using

Coheńs equations [17] with the following threshold val-

ues:\0.2—trivial;[0.2 and\0.6—small;[0.6 and\1.2—

moderate;[1.2 and\2.0—large;[2.0 and\4.0—very

large;\4.0—nearly perfect [18].

Results

Table 1 presents the mean values of age, body composi-

tion, Vmax, and 1RM of all subjects at the baseline of this

study. In the S-A condition, subjects performed a greater

number of repetitions and higher total volume than A-S

condition subjects (54 ± 45 vs. 43 ± 12 and 7265 ± 2323

vs. 5794 ± 1846 kg, respectively). However, only six

subjects finished the 5-km run in the S-A condition.

Fig. 1 Blood sample flowchart
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Table 2 shows the comparison of the lipoprotein profiles

between the S-A and A-S conditions at the pre, post-1, and

post-2 sampling moments.

For total TC, there was a main effect for condition

(F1,45.3 = 19.88; p\ 0.001) with lower values in the S-A

than A-S [p\ 0.001; d = 0.701 (moderate)]. Similarly, for

TC/HDL, there was a main effect for condition

(F1,41.4 = 8.49; p = 0.005) with lower values in the S-A

than A-S [p\ 0.001; d = 0.469 (small)]. The LDL

concentrations also presented a main effect for condition

(F1,20.68 = 8.49; p\ 0.001) with lower values in the S-A

than A-S [p\ 0.001; d = 0.569 (small)].

However, for the delta analysis of TAG, there was an

interaction effect (F1,66.8 = 4.00; p\ 0.001), with greater

delta-1 S-A than delta-1 A-S [p = 0.035; d = 0.827

(moderate)], and higher delta-1 S-A than delta-2 S-A

[p = 0.001; d = 0.366 (small)]. For the delta analysis of

LDL, there was an interaction effect (F1,59.9 = 11.42;

p = 0.001), with higher values in delta-1 S-A than delta-2

S-A [p = 0.010; d = 0.180 (trivial)], and a tendency to

higher values in delta-2 A-S than delta-2 S-A [p = 0.068

(small)]. Finally, for the delta analysis of TC, there was an

interaction effect (F1,66.3 = 6.69; p = 0.011), with higher

values in delta-1 S-A than delta-2 S-A [p = 0.038;

d = 1.80 (large)].

Discussion

The uniqueness of this study is the investigation of the

sequence of concurrent exercise in the modulation of

hepatic lipid metabolism among healthy, trained men. We

Table 1 Characteristic of the sample (n = 11)

Variable Sample

Age (years) 26.28 ± 4.27

Body weight (kg) 73.43 ± 7.59

Height (cm) 174.19 ± 5.95

BMI (kg m-1) 24.18 ± 1.92

Body lean mass (kg) 58.32 ± 7.32

Body fat (kg) 14.67 ± 5.72

Body Fat (%) 19.89 ± 7.24

One maximum repetition (kg) 169.91 ± 36.85

Maximum velocity (km h-1) 14.31 ± 1.69

Table 2 Comparison between

S-A and A-S conditions at the

pre, post-1, and pos-2 moments

on the lipoprotein profile

Variables S-A condition D A-S condition D

TAG (mg/dl)

Pre 143.8 ± 44.2 158.8 ± 45.4

Post-1 158.4 ± 43.4 11.3 ± 12.4b,c 158.9 ± 48.4 0.01 ± 11.9

Post-2 148.7 ± 44.2 -4.0 ± 5.3 165.3 ± 52.6 4.6 ± 13.4

TC (mg/dl)a

Pre 160.8 ± 18.8 182.6 ± 35.0

Post-1 175.0 ± 21.1 9.0 ± 7.1b 187.9 ± 36.3 3.0 ± 5.7

Post-2 171.7 ± 37.6 -4.6 ± 7.9 195.5 ± 40.2 5.8 ± 24.4

HDL (mg/dl)

Pre 41.7 ± 11.4 38.9 ± 7.6

Post-1 45.2 ± 7.2 11.9 ± 18.2 44.9 ± 9.9 15.6 ± 13.5

Post-2 50.8 ± 8.9 16.7 ± 29.5 49.1 ± 17.2 13.7 ± 30.7

LDL (mg/dl)a

Pre 149.7 ± 31.4 179.0 ± 45.8

Post-1 163.7 ± 2.7 10.6 ± 11.6c 177.6 ± 49.1 -0.9 ± 7.7

Post-2 155.0 ± 54.3 -10.4 ± 14.6 182.3 ± 52.1 6.2 ± 28.6

TC/HDL (mg/dl)a

Pre 4.2 ± 1.3 5.0 ± 1.4

Post-1 4.0 ± 0.8 0.15 ± 19.1 4.5 ± 1.4 -9.9 ± 12.7

Post-2 3.7 ± 1.4 -13.3 ± 26.4 4.4 ± 1.8 2.7 ± 42.5

Only six subjects finished post-2 in S-A condition

TAG triacylglycerol, TC total cholesterol, HDL high-density lipoprotein, LDL low-density lipoprotein, TC/

HDL atherogenic index
a Difference between S-A and A-S conditions
b Statistical difference from delta post-1 A-S
c Statistical difference from delta post-2 S-A
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demonstrated that there are no differences in lipid meta-

bolism responses relative to the execution order of HIIT

plus strength performance in concurrent exercise sessions

in physically active men.

Both endurance and strength exercises are well estab-

lished as positive modulators of lipoprotein profiles

[19, 20]. Lira et al. [9] demonstrated that strength exercise

performed at 75 % of maximum RM was effective at

reducing TAG when compared to other groups (50, 90, and

110 % RM). HDL concentrations were significantly greater

in the 50 and 70 % RM groups when compared to the

110 % RM. Moreover, the 50 % RM group presented a

greater decrease in LDL concentration when compared to

the 110 %.

Hill et al. [21] found an increase in HDL concentrations

only after moderate acute resistance exercise (3 sets of 10

repetitions at 10 RM); however, low-intensity resistance

exercise did not result in the same (3 sets of 20 repetitions

at 50 % 10 RM). Wallace et al. [22] found high-volume

moderate-intensity strength exercise (73 % RM) increased

both HDL-c and HDL3-c concentrations by 10 % when

compared to low-volume, high-intensity (92 % RM) exer-

cise. Furthermore, only at the high-volume exercise level

was TAG concentration lower 24 h post-exercise. How-

ever, both studies performed exercises for different muscle

groups, as opposed to the present study, which used only

the half-squat exercise, which may have been a reason for

no statistical difference over time.

The anti-atherogenic effects of continuous, prolonged

endurance exercise have been widely documented, partic-

ularly through the modulation of the lipid profile

[10, 19, 20, 23]. However, the literature is limited

regarding studies that have examined the anti-atherogenic

effects of HIIE. Interestingly, the lowering of LDL-c

concentrations seems to be mediated by HIIE, since after

strength exercise, its concentrations are decreased, and at

the end of the run exercise, regardless of the sequence (A-S

or S-A), the concentrations decreased. Lira et al. [24]

showed that even a single session of high-intensity exercise

was able to lower both LDL and TC immediately and 1 h

after exercise. Whyte et al. [25] showed that only six HIIE

sessions lowered fasting glucose and increased insulin

sensitivity, and also resulted in mild lipoprotein

improvements.

Furthermore, regular high-intensity exercise also pro-

motes positive changes in lipoprotein profiles. For exam-

ple, endurance athletes presented lower LDL-c

concentrations than their sedentary peers [26, 27]. Such

outcomes occur, because athletes have a higher free-c-

holesterol efflux from tissue to HDL-c, which is mediated

by lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT), an enzyme

responsible for reversing cholesterol transport [28]. In fact,

regardless of physical fitness, a single session of HIIE is

able to increase the reverse cholesterol pathway [29]. For

acute adaptations of strength exercise, as aforementioned,

the decrease in VLDL-TAG concentration after regular

HIIE was related more to the decrease in its production in

the liver than its plasmatic clearance [30].

Concurrent exercise is well established as a powerful

promoter of energetic spending [31, 32]. In fact, several

factors are determinants of exercise-induced anti-athero-

genic profiles, of which energy expenditure is the most

important [19, 20]. Authors point out that there is a threshold

(greater than 800 kcal) before anti-atherogenic benefits can

be observed [19, 20]. Thus, strategies that increase energy

expenditure in exercise, such as concurrent exercise, may be

a good way to improve lipoprotein profiles. Accordingly,

greater energy expenditure requires specific adaptations,

especially as regard VLDL secretion [20]. One of the

probable adaptations is related to the increase in adipose-

tissue fatty acid release and its oxidation in skeletal muscle

[33], which is promoted through lipoprotein lipase and the

carnitine palmitoyltransferase system [34].

To the best of our knowledge, we did not find studies

aimed at verifying the differences in adaptations between

the sequence of concurrent exercises and lipoprotein pro-

files, nor did we find studies that used a running exercise as

the HIIE. One study carried out by Silvestre et al. [35]

aimed to evaluate lipid and metabolic profiles after a ses-

sion of acute combined exercise, in which strength exercise

was composed of three sets of ten repetitions of the whole-

body exercise at 95 % of 10 RM followed by 30 min of

treadmill running exercise (*450 kcal). The authors found

that the previous combined exercise, performed 4 and 16 h

before blood analysis, was related to increased TAG

clearance. Moreover, the same pattern was also found in

insulin levels, in which exercise improved insulin

sensitivity.

The present study demonstrated that, despite the exis-

tence of differences between conditions, there was no

effect of exercise execution order over time in the variables

evaluated. However, when considering the delta values,

there were statistical differences over time. When strength

exercise is performed prior to HIIE, the lipid profile

behaviour differs over the time of the exercise session with

delta of TAG, TC, and LDL showing an interaction effect

between delta-1 and delta-2 S-A. It is noteworthy that the

S-A delta-2 was negative. This result could suggest that

HIIE performed after strength exercise anticipates the

return of lipid fractions to baseline values. In addition,

TAG presented an interaction effect between delta-1 S-A

and delta-1 A-S, possibly suggesting that in the S-A

sequence TAG level, behaviour tends to augment, while at

the same A-S moment, there was no percentage change.

However, more consistent studies are necessary to clarify

this hypothesis.
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Despite these results being of great relevance, we should

mention that the lack of long-term observation of the

lipoprotein profiles and the energy expenditure evaluation,

as well as the low number of subjects, is limitations that

should indicate that caution is needed when generalizing

the conclusions found here. Furthermore, we did not collect

blood samples 30 and 60 min after the end of the exercises,

which prevented us from analysing the lipid responses at

these moments. In addition, another limitation of the pre-

sent study is the drop out of participants that could not

tolerate performing the 5-km run at high intensity after a

strength training session. Therefore, it would be interesting

to test the effects on the lipid profile with a more tolerable

exercise session.

In summary, the present study suggests that there are no

differences between the order of acute high-intensity

intermittent run plus strength exercises regarding modula-

tion of the lipoprotein profile in healthy, physically active

men.
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